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Abstract 
Introduction: The review article is the product of the research on Security in SDN networks and their appli-

cations, developed at the District University in 2020, presenting the latest advances, that have been made in 

security.

Problem: The security weaknesses that SDN networks have had, due to being a new architecture. This has not 

allowed traditional networks to be replaced.

Objective: To carry out a review of the state of the art of SDN networks, focusing research on the security of the 

control layer and its advances.

Methodology: The descriptive method is implemented, consulting databases such as Scopus, IEEE and 

ScienceDirect, using the following search criteria: SDN networks, security in SDN networks, applications with 

SDN networks and OpenFlow protocol. It is shown as a research sample: the Asian, European and American 

continents with years of research from 2014 to 2020.

Results: Great advances have been made in terms of security for SDN networks, which allows us to see an early 

solution to the weaknesses that it currently faces.

Conclusion: SDN networks will solve all the challenges they face and will be consolidated as a solid and reliable 

architecture.

Originality: an important focus is taken on the security of SDN networks and the great development that has 

occurred in this regard is evident.

Limitations: SDN networks are a new architecture, so their development has been very little and advances in 

security have been significantly affected.

Keywords: Software Defined Networks (SDN), Internet of Things (IoT), Network Function Virtualization (NFV), 

Open Flow protocol, Security.

Resumen
Introducción: Este artículo de revisión es resultado de una investigación sobre redes SDN y sus aplicaciones, 

desarrollado en la Universidad Distrital durante 2020. Presenta los últimos avances hechos en seguridad.

Objetivo: Realizar una revisión del estado del arte de las redes SDN, centrando la investigación en la seguridad 

del plano de control y sus avances.

Metodología: Se implementa el método descriptivo, consultando bases de datos como Scopus, IEEE y 

ScienceDirect, usando los siguientes criterios: redes SDN, seguridad en redes SDN, aplicaciones de las redes 

SDN y protocolo OpenFlow. La muestra de la investigación estuvo conformada por artículos publicados en el 

continente asiático, europeo y americano entre 2015 y 2020.

Resultados: Se han hecho grandes avances en términos de seguridad para las redes SDN, lo que permite 

vislumbrar soluciones a sus falencias actuales.

Conclusión: Las redes SDN resolverán los retos a los que se enfrentan y se consolidarán como arquitecturas 

sólidas y confiables.

Originalidad: Se le da un enfoque importante en la seguridad de las redes SDN y se evidencia el gran desarrollo 

que se ha dado en este sentido.

Limitaciones: Las redes SDN son una nueva arquitectura, así que su desarrollo es reciente y los avances en 

seguridad han sido seriamente afectados.

Palabras clave: Redes Definidas por Software (SDN), Internet de las cosas (IoT), virtualización de las funciones 

de red (NFV), protocolo OpenFlow.
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Resumo
Introdução: Este artigo de revisão é resultado de uma pesquisa sobre redes SDN e suas aplicações, desenvol-

vida na District University durante o ano de 2020. Apresenta os últimos avanços em segurança.

Alvo: Realizar uma revisão do estado da arte das redes SDN, focando pesquisas em segurança de plano de 

controle e seus avanços.

Metodologia: O método descritivo é implementado, consultando bases de dados como Scopus, IEEE e 

ScienceDirect, utilizando os seguintes critérios: redes SDN, segurança em redes SDN, aplicações de redes SDN 

e protocolo OpenFlow. A amostra da pesquisa foi composta por artigos publicados nos continentes asiático, 

europeu e americano entre 2015 e 2020.

Resultados: Grandes avanços foram feitos em termos de segurança para redes SDN, o que nos permite vislum-

brar soluções para suas deficiências atuais.

Conclusão: As redes SDN resolverão os desafios que enfrentam e serão consolidadas como arquiteturas só-

lidas e confiáveis.

Originalidade: Um foco importante é dado à segurança das redes SDN e é evidente o grande desenvolvimento 

que ocorreu nesse sentido.

Limitações: As redes SDN são uma arquitetura nova, portanto seu desenvolvimento é recente e os avanços em 

segurança foram seriamente afetados.

Palavras-chave: Redes Definidas por Software (SDN), Internet das Coisas (IoT), Virtualização de Funções de 

Rede (NFV), protocolo OpenFlow.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since organizations have increased their demand for infrastructure, network ad-
ministrators have had to face the challenge of keeping the entire network operating 
optimally [1], a task that is not easy due to the continuous scaling requests, interop-
erability, and high availability, among other aspects, that has been given thanks to 
the multiple  users requests in business applications; saturating the operation of the 
network and lagging behind the growth needs that organizations demand [2]. 

What makes the arrival of SDN networks necessary as a solution to this prob-
lem. Thanks to the infrastructure offered [3], where the data plane is disaggregated 
from the control plane, centralizing all administration in a node that is responsible 
for managing the flow of information that circulates through the control layer [4], by 
means of flow charts and network security guidelines, across the OpenFlow protocol 
that allows managing the network as a whole [5], not as a number of individual de-
vices to be managed, with the server itself managing the switches that should send 
the packets. Concentrating package delivery orders in the control plane. The security 
problems that SDN networks still face and how the applications that articulate them, 
have dealt with these drawbacks [6]. Besides the development that they have present-
ed in recent years for technologies such as IoT, Data centers and 5G, which has been 
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evolving the work of SDN networks and projecting the disappearance of traditional 
networks to make way for the network of the future [7].

1.1 Literature review or research history
To develop the topics of this review article, the descriptive method [8] is used, which 
seeks through the exact description, to know the architecture and processes that 
make up the SDN networks as a focus of study [9], specifying the most relevant prop-
erties through an analysis, without altering the study factor. For this purpose some 
items will be proposed, which will be developed in depth and related to one another.

Based on this study methodology, it is evident that in recent years the growth 
and importance of SDN networks as a research topic has increased. Therefore, as-
pects such as architecture and security [10] are issues that have evolved through vari-
ous studies, which allows offering a better service with respect to traditional networks 
and their current disadvantages [11]. Consequently, subtopics will be developed that 
will contain the following: in SDN Architecture: data layer, control layer and application 
layer; in security, the work of the SDN control layer, its different advances through the 
Open Flow protocol and its projection [12] will be highlighted; in articulated applications  
by SDN, the different advances that technologies such as IoT, data centers and 5G 
have developed through SDN networks and their emphasis on the security part, will 
be mentioned [13].

The search for study material is made up of various research sources such as 
Scopus, IEEE and ScienceDirect databases. Basing this search on keywords such as: 
SDN Networks, SDN Network Architecture, Security in SDN Networks and Applications 
with SDN Networks. As a study sample and analysis of research material, the search 
for material was geographically limited to the European, Asian and American conti-
nents. In addition, this is valid as a valid temporary source of information, for articles 
and study material valid no less than 2015 for a valid and reliable source of information 
for SDN networks and their continuous development since the last decade.
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Figure 1. Research model for the state of the art developed.
Source: self made.

In 2019, Pillutla Harikrishna from India, presented an investigation that showed 
that the incorporation of SDN networks would help in the mitigation of DDoS attacks, 
allowing to investigate the flow of data traffic through the reactive process of updating 
the forwarding rules in the control layer; analyzing the network with a global vision 
and centralized control in monitoring for a better application of DDoS mitigation. This 
author proposed a recursively improved self-organizing map and a software-defined 
network-based mitigation scheme (CRESOM-SDNMS) to ensure the best detection 
rate during the cloud DDoS attack prevention process [14].

On one hand, Ihsan H Abdulqadder together with his research colleagues from 
China, in 2019, declared that the security problems faced by SDN, NFV, cloud com-
puting and 5G, focused on the Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS). 
These researchers exposed, in turn, that the existing IDPS solutions were inadequate, 
which could cause a great waste of resources and various security threats. To alleviate 
security concerns or the early detection of an attacker, they proposed an innovative 
approach known as Multi-Layer Intrusion Detection and Prevention (ML-IDP) in an 
SDN / NFV enabled 5G network cloud. The proposed approach defends against se-
curity attacks using artificial intelligence (AI) [15].
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On the  other hand, Marcos V.O Assis along with his colleagues from Brazil 
also in 2019, presented a research related to IoT and SDN networks, exposing the 
security flaws that still exist. They proposed a near real-time SDN security system, 
which prevents DDoS attacks on the source network and protects the source SDN 
controller against deterioration of traffic. For this, a Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) is applied and tested for DDoS detection, describing how the system could 
mitigate the detected attacks. The performance results were performed in two test 
scenarios, indicating that the proposed SDN security system holds promise against 
next-generation DDoS attacks [16].

Alejandro Molina Zarca together with his colleagues from Spain in the present 
year, 2020; propose a contactless, policy-based security orchestration framework for 
an autonomous and conflict-free security orchestration in IoT scenarios with SDN 
/ NFV; while ensuring the optimal allocation and chaining of VSF service functions 
(SFCs). The framework is based on semantic technologies, and considers security 
policies and the evolving IoT system model to dynamically and formally detect any 
semantic conflict during orchestration [17].

Fahad N. Nife from Poland and Zbigniew Kotulski from Iraq in 2020 propose an 
application firewall mechanism for SDN, which can be implemented as an extension 
of the network controller. To provide greater control and visibility into applications 
running on the network, the system can detect network applications that may affect 
network performance at some point, while being able to dynamically impose restric-
tion rules on applications. The firewall architecture is designed as four cooperating 
modules: the Main Module, the Filtering Module, the Application Identification Module 
and the Security Compliance Module. The proposed mechanism verifies network traf-
fic at the network, transport, and application levels, and installs appropriate security 
instructions on the network [18].

Amritpal Singh from India with his colleagues in 2020 propose a dynamic 
scheme called BloomStore, which manages the space by means of secure rules 
applying a bloom filter in SDN, with this data traffic is handled dynamically to the 
administrator network resources. A double security check is used for the secure data 
transfer by means of double hashing, that is, two independent hash functions are 
used to generate k hash functions. Furthermore, it is proposed that the participating 
hashing has insertion and query in a flowering set cube [19].

Nagarathna Ravi together with her colleague from India in 2020 propose an 
SDN based security scheme to mitigate DDoS on IoT servers, establishing a mech-
anism called learning based detection mitigation (LEDEM) that detects DDoS using 
a learning algorithm automatic semi-supervised and mitigates DDoS. They tested 
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LEDEM on the test bench and the emulated topology, and compared the results with 
leading-edge solutions. An improved accuracy rate of 96.28% was achieved in detect-
ing DDoS attacks [20].

Pragati Shrivastava and her colleague from India in 2020 propose the imple-
mentation of EvilScout that seeks to prevent spoofing of a WiFi access point (AP) on 
a real SDN WiFi testbed with an Evil twin. They verify successful detection of the Evil 
Twin with high precision and low processing cost on the WiFi SDN. Carrying out a rig-
orous analysis of the Evil Twin in different WiFi configurations, it is possible to discover 
for the first time a new attack of “AP service blocking” by the Evil Twin adversary in 
the protected WiFi WPA2. The information that is available in the SDN driver enables 
simplified and more accurate detection of Evil Twins [21].

In the year 2019, Zhiyuan Li along with his colleagues from China, demonstrated 
through their work, that normal and abnormal traffic flows through the OpenFlow 
communication channel have different statistical properties. Specifically, normal 
OpenFlow traffic, which has a low degree of self-similarity, while the occurrence of 
saturation attacks generally implies a higher degree of self-similarity. Therefore, SA-
Detector exploits the statistical results and degrees of self-similarity of OpenFlow 
traffic, measured by exponents of Hurst, for the detection of anomalies. They evaluate 
their focus on both physical and simulation SDN environments with various time slots, 
network and application topologies, Internet protocols, and traffic generation tools. 
For the SDN physical environment, the average detection accuracy is 97.68% and the 
average accuracy is 94.67%. For the simulation environment, the average precision is 
96.54% and the average precision is 92.06%. Additionally, SA-Detector was compared 
to existing saturation attack detection methods in terms of the performance metrics 
mentioned above and the CPU utilization of the controller. The results of the experi-
ment indicate that SA-Detector is effective for the detection of saturation attacks in 
SDN [22].

2. SDN Architecture
Since 2013, the concepts of SDN (Software-Defined Networks) and NFV (Network 
Functions Virtualization) were introduced, which sought to simplify the network archi-
tecture and its operation, facilitating scaling, deployment of modifications, insertion of 
new services, shorten response times and centralize its administration [23], resulting 
in a more efficient network with a higher economic return. This as a response method 
to the continuous difficulties that OTTs (over the top media service), high data traf-
fic, the Internet of Things and cloud services have had; those which are destroying 
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traditional networks due to their continuous growth. and infrastructure demand, re-
flecting the poor architecture provided by traditional networks [24].

Software-Defined Networks (SDN) are made up of three layers: data plane, 
control plane, and application plane. These three layers allow the automation of the 
network and a better administration of the resources that are integrated within its 
architecture, centralizing its management, automating and guaranteeing its scalability 
[25]. Situation that does not appear in traditional networks that, due to its design, is 
neither scalable nor profitable. Through this architecture it is possible to disaggregate 
the control and data planes of network devices such as switches and routers [26]. The 
control plane has the functionality to make decisions regarding the traffic that inter-
acts with any network device, the data plane carries the transport of data packages 
in the network [27] and the application plane is made up of business applications of 
the end user.

NORTHBOUND
API’S

SOUTHHBOUND
API’S

Opendaylight

USERS Internet alt 1 Amazon EC2
Internet
Gateway

Human
Intelligence Task AWS Mangement

Console

Classic load
balancerRouterCustomer

gatewayGeneric
data base

OPENFLOW

NSX

DATA LAYER

CONTROL LAYER

APPLICATION LAYER

Figure 2. Elements of the Architecture of SDN networks. 
Source: Self made.

2.1 Data layer
Also known as the infrastructure layer, it is made up of nodes that are in charge of 
packet switching and routing, replacing network devices such as switches, routers 
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and access points that were in charge of the information that travels over the network 
[ 28]. This layer can be reprogrammable by the control layer, which through a set of 
instructions and rules can configure the functionality of the data layer in router or 
firewall mode as required through the OpenFlow API.

2.2 Control layer
This ability has the function of centralizing all the information flow that circulates 
through the control layer, this thanks to the fact that it configures and manages the 
nodes, correctly directing the traffic flow, through policies that control the flow tables 
in the network, forwarding or data diversion, having a broad overview of the entire net-
work [29]. These policies are established through the OpenFlow protocol, which allows 
controls such as Opendaylight or NSX to send the policies and configurations that are 
designated for the data plane, there are also APIs such as Restful or Northbound that 
discriminate global application policies and policies. internal to the network, allowsing 
the application board to communicate with the control capability [30].

2.3 Application layer
This layer contains all end-user business applications and communicates via API 
north (up) with controllability. It simplifies and automates configuration tasks, ser-
vices and provides the user with differentiated income according to the profile they 
have and the service they are going to consume, obtaining statistics that reflect their 
behavior on the network, and then make decisions about this information [31]; guar-
anteeing its security and portability since it is functional in any operating system.

3. ARTICULATED APPLICATIONS WITH SDN
3.1 IoT (Internet of Things)
IoT has taken a great boom in its development thanks to the promising solutions 
it has offered in technological diversity, integrating SDN networks capable of effi-
ciently intercommunicating from one node to another at a geographical level, and in 
turn centralizing everything to the same point of administration. This being a great 
temptation for the technology industry, which want to implement this novel solution, 
without forgetting the changes at the infrastructure level that the IoT needs to imple-
ment and the security breaches that pose a threat to its execution [32]. Due to this, 
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IoT technology with SDN networks is still an immature domain that has not managed 
to establish itself as a reliable technological solution. This, in turn, has prevented in-
vestors from sponsoring this type of research, where the biggest challenge is to offer 
reliable security of SDN networks to the user. Different from the type of security that 
traditional networks offer today, since, when an attack is made on the main node, this 
can compromise the architecture of the entire SDN network [33], being affected with 
aspects such as:

Protection of limited resources and neglected resources: The majority of IoT 
nodes are geographically dispersed and neglected, this being a threat, to be victims 
of a physical attack from which they do not possess any possibility of being saved 
[34]. In addition to this, the fact of having a physical node at a long distance, incurs 
the physical architecture that implements might be of great quality and capacity so 
that it can be self-sustaining. A clear example is the energy regulation of the battery 
with which the node is powered and an interface that allows continuous monitoring of 
the node, which guarantees its correct operation. What it leaves as evidence, the little 
security that this type of nodes has during its activity time due to the resources that 
are required to support its activity.

Security status monitoring: IoT was designed with the notion of being a large 
interconnection system that houses a huge distributed system that in turn contains 
subsystems, where the node that is responsible for data collection and content aggre-
gation is the node administrator who manages the resources of each node of the net-
work [35]. The cloud would play a role of great importance in this design, since, being 
dispersed nodes, the authentication of the nodes for security updates and validations 
must be done by certifications that would be carried out by means of cryptography 
methods and the computers do not count with enough architecture to support that 
high processing due to the significant complexity that these methods require.

Availability of services: IoT projects seek to target smart cities, smart grids, 
healthcare, transportation and industry; where the availability of the service plays an 
extremely important role. A simple reboot cannot be seen as a solution to any eventu-
ality. Therefore, when IoT solves its security problems, it will be conceived as a great 
technological solution that will promote a high impact on society [36].

3.2 5G SDN mobile technology
The Software-Defined Network (SDN) is determined by 5G mobile technology, as the 
future of all its infrastructure by the promising solutions it aims to offer. despite the 
fact that its progress has not been very noticeable so far, due to security problems 
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that it has not managed to overcome in software-defined mobile networks (SDMN). 
Although the security challenges it faces are great, its infrastructure potential is strong 
enough to overcome all these obstacles, consolidating itself as a powerful and secure 
network [37]. Work has been done and progress has been made on a security control-
ler that is related to the SDN network controller [38]. Security services that could work 
correctly for end users of mobile networks [39].

Advances in the development of a demo workflow application are of high im-
pact to solve the security problems presented by the SDN network in 5G technology 
[40]. Since it can offer parameterized service chains according to the need of the 
application, taking into account relevant aspects such as: network load, user demand 
and operator needs [41]. These services are sent through a chain optimizer through a 
GUI [42], when the request is successful, a response is sent to the GUI with the solu-
tion, minimizing end-to-end latency times, controlling traffic by means of flow rules 
[43]. This application also guarantees the integrity of the services, making possible 
to modify the service chains without altering the others, thanks to the identifier or ID, 
which allows recognizing the chain of services to be updated, by generating a display 
of a service chain request. A subset of switches in the WAN SD domain (software-de-
fined red WAN), triggering dynamic adaptive capacity, redirecting traffic through other 
available switches [44].

SDN seeks to centralize the administration of the network through a control-
ler, allowing the generation of better security implementation benefits to the mobile 
network. Thanks to the attributes that SDN offers in security, such as: logically cen-
tralized intelligence, programmability and abstraction [45]. Improving the architecture 
that SDN offers, it seeks to implement a fourth layer, which would be in charge of 
network security, incorporating an agent on the wireless edge, to prevent attacks by 
this means; besides it allows greater scalability in the network. However, coupling to 
the fourth layer is not so easy, as a failure in this security layer could paralyze the entire 
network, leaving it exposed to attacks by the medium [46].

3.3 Data centers 
Data centers came to solve the problems of technologies such as: cloud applications, 
virtual machine migration or backups [47]; as they process high data traffic on geo-
graphically distributed nodes and provide 24/7 service [48]. For this reason, aspects 
such as the architecture being implemented, costs, consumption and reliability; have 
great relevance in its execution [49]. DCs (Data Centers) need intelligent intra-DC and 
inter-DC traffic control techniques. Therefore, the control plane, which is in charge 
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of managing policies and the data plane, must take great care with aspects such as: 
availability, maturity, operator preference and functional requirements; which in turn 
can be: intra-DC traffic that must be flexible to control, adaptive to forwarded entries 
and dynamic context policies [50]. Studies have focused on control plane options that 
are tailored to data center requirements, such as a flexible Open Flow protocol for net-
work and open interface control, a generalized multiprotocol label change (GMPLS) 
with optional Route Calculation (PCE) [51], as it offers maturity, operator-grade, and 
multi-domain support to control optical networks, slow migrations, and economic re-
turn; through the heterogeneous control plane that integrates GMPLS, PCE and SDN. 
Automated coordination, configuration and management is provided, this blueprint 
allows network simplification and better integration with operating systems [52].

While the administration of the control plane is based on a central node that 
administers the services, resources and security policies [53]; the nodes must be seg-
mented or divided into multiple subdomains to guarantee the scalability of the network 
[54]. In this regard, there are two interconnection models that are the border links and 
the border nodes. Where the border links represent the model of two network nodes, 
residing in different domains that are interconnected by a shared link [55], moreover no 
entity in the subdomain, must have visibility to the network topology, due to security 
policies. And the link of border nodes where more than one node that belongs to a 
different domain, are reported for interconnection fines [56].

An SDN controller as a centralized entity and with full visibility of the Open 
Flow and GMPLS subdomains, operates the entire network as a single domain (as 
shown in Figure. 3), in this model the centralized SDN controller locally separates 
the domains to allow provisioning through dedicated interfaces at given demarcation 
points, scheduling cross-connections through OpenFlow, requiring the establishment 
of segments to the GMPLS boundary nodes, via the provisioning interface, or sending 
the provisioning task to ASPCE [ 57].
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Figure 3. SDN controller model for heterogeneous domains OpenFlow / GMPLS with 
OpenFlow protocol, PCEP and GMPLS provisioning.

Source: self made.

4. SECURITY
Response mechanisms from the threats that compromise the functionality of the SDN 
network such as: brute force attacks, Phishing, DDos, Advanced Persistent Threat 
(APT) or Ransomware; they are ineffective [58], since many times the user performs 
a simple restart to return the system to a safe state [59]. These types of solutions in 
a Data Center, a medical center or an industry are deficient, due to their critical func-
tionality, since the availability of the service must be guaranteed at all times and in 
each subsystem that integrates the SDN network [60], because the administration is 
centralized in a main node that when attacked would leave the entire system in a crit-
ical state [61]. Therefore, the control plane that is in charge of assigning the security 
policies that will be implemented in the network, must consider the response actions 
to the threats to which the system is exposed [62].

Security mechanisms have been developed to mitigate the threats faced by 
the SDN network, handling recognition filters that analyze the content and validity 
of packets as the Gateway does, which is the first line of security that is presented 
in the net; being responsible for certifying the source of the packets traveling on the 
platform [63]. Being as important this work of the gateway, the control plane must 
somehow confirm the assertiveness of the Gateway. This type of validation on packet 
content is a fairly rigorous and sensitive task for network security, which is why it has 
been sought to implement the Blockchain technology that performs packet verifica-
tion instantaneously and has been implemented by public and private organizations, 
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due to its potential in technology that focuses on a structural model data distributed, 
tamper-proof of being replicated, which is shared with network subdomains [64]. The 
implemented data structure generates a security Hash that is created at the moment 
of detecting the packet and this Hash will contain the ID of the information that this 
packet contains. With this if any data of the packet information is modified, the original 
Hash can be compared with the one generated by the modification that is made and 
when comparing the Hash, it will be evidenced that the detected packet was altered 
regarding the original information of the packet [65].

The security hash is generated in the content of the block or in its header. It 
contains a subset of the general registry of records made by all interconnected sub-
domains that have access to the system and that have a reference to the hash of the 
previous blocks. By means of this method, a link between blocks is generated, which 
is connected in the form of a chain, as shown in Figure 4.

Genesis

Transaction Block Hash 0 Block Hash n-1 Block Hash n

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Transaction

Block 1 Block n Block n+1

Figure 4. Blockchain.
Source: self made.

As it can be seen, the only block with a slightly different structure is the first 
one, which is known as Genesis and which is in charge of allowing distribution with all 
clients who have access to the Blockchain network. It can also be used as a key for 
encrypted content on the network [66]. Through this process, the network nodes are 
able to analyze the content stored in the data structure, allowing a real-time impres-
sion of the state of the network [67]. The data structure that Blockchain uses is dis-
tributed, which allows the nodes belonging to the network to communicate instantly. 
Nodes that have tracking authorization can validate the data stored in the packages 
that enter the system, regardless the volume of information. A fully reliable distributed 
and encrypted database is available as it is constantly updated due to its distributed 
structure [68].
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Blockchains are completely reliable in terms of the integrity of their data, since 
the algorithms they implement are robust and do not allow them to be violated. In 
addition to this, Blockchains capture the modifications that are made to the packets, 
so the Security Hash would receive modifications and the threat would be detected 
immediately. The Genesis block, being the main node of the chain, is the strongest, so 
violating its security is quite complex [69]. These security features make Blockchain 
an effective method for the control plane in the SDN network [70].

4.1 OpenFlow
The most popular standard for SDN network administrators is OpenFlow, since it al-
lows more effective control of routing tables remotely [71]. This OpenFlow protocol 
was found in 2007 by the academic and business sectors, with the help of the univer-
sities of Stanford and California. Currently the Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is 
in charge of defining the standard. OpenFlow records the packet flow using the Flow 
Chart that stores package data such as: source address, destination address, source 
port, destination port, DSCP, user ID, project ID, and number of protocol [72], [75].

OpenFlow Architecture

Safe channel

Flow Chart

Software

Hardware

Controller

OpenFlow Protocol / SSL

Echo

Figure 5. OpenFlow Architecture. 
Source: Self made.
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Backing up information for the organization has always been a topic of great 
importance. Through cloud orchestration, it addresses the composition of elements 
in the system, which support network activities, coordination and administration of 
services [73]. This in order to reduce the use of the network architecture, leaving the 
management of the system more profitable for the network administrator, which can 
be in charge of modifying the security of the control plane that is the main node of the 
network, and therefore, it would be the most considered point to attack due to threats 
from the organization. Considering that as this is the main point of administration and 
management of the network, it must have all the necessary levels of security and have 
plans of action against the risks that may be generated in the activity of the network.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Security in SDN networks has taken a good course as security developments have 
increased in recent years. Advances can be seen from Multi-Layer Intrusion Detection 
and Prevention (ML-IDP) in an SDN / NFV enabled 5G network cloud to protect against 
security attacks using artificial intelligence; to security systems against DDoS attacks 
on the source network, protecting the SDN controller from sources against the dete-
rioration of traffic through a Convolutional Neural Network.

The current advances in SDN security and the benefits offered by this architec-
ture will be the force that will prevail in the technologies of the future.

In this article, a review of the most relevant categories of the SDN network 
model has been developed, as well as specific developments in security, allowing 
a frame of reference for future research in the security area, as this is the focus of 
study. For this, a description of the architecture and the network layers was made, 
contextualizing the reader in the functionality of its components and the importance 
of each of these.

The technologies that articulate SDN networks such as IoT, Data centers and 
5G were documented detailing how SDN is incorporated into its applications and the 
challenges it has to face to be consolidated in each one of them. In addition, there 
was an emphasis on the security problem that SDN has had, since its centralized 
administration model implies a great risk if an attack is received on this node, implying 
the fall of the entire network and the denial of services. In the same way, developments 
have been implemented to correct this danger, through security policies that are re-
sponsible for preventing all kinds of attacks against the core of the network, through 
the OpenFlow protocol that allows managing the network as a whole, making easier 
for the network administrator, to manage hardware and software devices. The review 
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was limited to the latest advances that have been developed in SDN networks, their 
significant progress and the result of the research that showed that the obstacles 
faced by this security architecture will no longer be an impediment to its development 
in the future, [74].
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